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Abstract

Scientists disagree over the approach for calibrating the level for words in standardized 

recordings of word-recognition tests.  The same concern applies to monitored-live-voice 

presentations of speech in clinical settings. One approach is to have the talker produce calibrated 

levels for a carrier phrase (e.g., “you will say”) and to let the target word fall naturally.  The 

justification for this approach is that words vary naturally and predictably in their level. Another 

approach is to equate each word for its root-mean-square (RMS) level. This approach is 

preferred to control for idiosyncratic differences in production levels. To assess this issue, RMS 

levels for words and carrier phrases from an online source (NIST) for the Modified Rhyme Test 

were analyzed for 9 talkers.  The entire utterance (carrier phrase plus target word) had equal 

RMS levels (within 1 dB). The detailed analysis of this sample of target words, which revealed 

significant inter-talker level differences that are larger than the differences predicted by speech 

acoustics. The strengths and limitations of each approach for setting the level of the target word 

will be discussed.  

I. Introduction
Background:
- There is much debate over the proper procedure for calibrating stimuli for testing word

recognition in a carrier phrase

1. Schlauch (2007) reports that many researchers equate words for their rms level in a word-

recognition task. In the case of a word embedded in a carrier phrase, should the word or the

entire phrase be used for calibration?

2. Some researchers believe “the carrier phrase is to help the talker maintain consistent vocal

effort” and that “the most accurate calibration, would be on the carrier phrases without the target

word (keyword). Calibrating on the carrier phrase with the target word as long as enough

phrases so that the variations induced by the target words average out, is a second best but easier

to use and therefore a more practical solution.” (R. Mckinley, personal communication, February

5, 2019) This preserves the natural variability of word intensity due to speech acoustics, i.e. an

/a/ sound will have a higher intensity than an /i/ sound.

3. Many audiology textbooks and other speech science reference materials state that the carrier

phrase should be allowed to peak at zero on a VU meter (Berger, 1971), letting the target word

fall naturally in relation to the carrier phrase. The target word should be allowed to peak where it

will, as words vary in power (Martin, 1991).

Purpose of Study:
- To perform an acoustical analysis of a set of standard stimuli for the Modified Rhyme Test to

investigate factors and characteristics of recorded stimuli that can affect the level of experimental

control in a study

- An additional behavioral study was performed using two talkers with the largest rms level

differences to examine potential behavioral correlates to acoustic calibration factors.
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Level of Target Words in Relation to the Entire Utterance
- There exist significant inter-talker differences in the RMS level of target words when equating the RMS levels of the entire utterance

- Words from the Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) (House et al., 1965) were used in the study,

consisting of a corpus of 300 words grouped into 50 sets of 6 words each. All were CVC words

- Words in each group rhymed and only differed by one phoneme, making them members from a

phonetically similar neighborhood (Luce and Pisoni, 1998)

- Stimuli created by the Institute of Telecommunication Studies (Institute for Telecommunications

Sciences, 2015), using 9 different talkers [4 female (F1-F4), 5 male(M1-M5)]

- Stimuli were in the form of carrier phrase + target word: “Please select the word

[target word].”

- All stimuli were calibrated based on the entire utterance, and the target word was

allowed to fall naturally in relation to utterance

- Audacity ver 2.3.0 used to find RMS level in dBFS (dB full scale)

- 48 words were chosen from the corpus. Each talker was analyzed for RMS level of the 1) entire

utterance (ALL), 2) carrier phrase and 3) target word.

Behavioral Pilot Study
- M1 and M5 were chosen as the stimuli for a behavioral study due to the large individual

differences in average RMS levels for words (4.1 dB)

- The first author listened binaurally with headphones (Sennheiser, HD620) while seated in a

double walled, sound isolated booth. The speech level was 65 dB SPL

- 100 words from each talker were presented at four signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). The masking

noise was a speech-shaped noise representing the average of the long-term spectra of all the

stimuli produced by M1 and M5 (see Figure 3 for their spectra)

- The tasks were programmed using MATLAB® (The MathWorks, Inc.), and a spreadsheet was

generated with results as part of the program

The RMS Level of Words Differing by One Phoneme: The Vowel

The RMS Level of Each Target Word in Relation to Carrier Phrase and Entire Phrase for 4 Talkers

Figure 1. 

- The RMS level of a sample of 48 words analyzed from the MRT 

speaker files (Institute of Telecommunications Sciences, 2015), 

analyzed for all  9 talkers

- The horizontal line represents the RMS level of the entire

utterance, which is -27.8 dBFS.

- Inter-talker variability is large, with extreme cases showing very

little overlap in their RMS levels for words (e.g., M1 and M5)

Figure 2: RMS levels for the triads of words were evaluated for all 9 talkers to show the relationship between vowel intensity when words only differ

by one phoneme. The average differences for these vowel contexts do not follow the pattern in earlier studies, which are based on small samples of

talkers (Blood, 1981; Lehiste & Peterson, 1959). What is notable is that the reported differences in those studies (/a/ 1.7 to 4 dB higher than /I/) is

about the same magnitude as the inter-subject differences in Fig. 1.

Figure 3.

- Data analyzed by Steve Voran from Institute of Telecommunications Sciences

- Four talkers depicted below, RMS level of each target word (keyword) analyzed as well as carrier phrase (Carrier) and the entire phrase (ALL)

- As depicted below, one talker (M3) has large variability in RMS levels for keywords.

Figure 4.

- The long-term spectra for talkers M1, M5 for

carrier phrase and target words (ALL).

- Their overall RMS levels are the same, but M1 has

higher intensity when producing high frequency

speech sounds. This difference as well as M5’s

slower speech rate are characteristics of clear

speech (Uchanski, 2005).

- A close resemblance to clear speech can explain

why M1 yielded higher scores for the same SNR

even though M5 produced a higher RMS level for

words.

- The relation between acoustic factors of speech and intelligibility is complex. More data need to be collected to

learn if there are consistent acoustic correlates with behavior.

- We found evidence of large amounts of variability in level within and across talkers.

- Differences across talkers were greater than predicted by differences across words due to speech

acoustics

- When differences in word level is extreme within a talker, does that affect the precision of the

stimulus in detecting differences in listening conditions?

- The results of the behavioral study show that while RMS Level for words does not equate performance for the two

talkers in our sample.

- It may be prudent to examine the stimuli for clear speech characteristics, which significantly affect

performance in SNR tests, as shown in the results for the behavioral study

- Due to the importance for high frequencies for the MRT, a calibration method that examines the level

of high-pass filtered speech may lead to more uniform performance across talker.
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 Performance functions (Probit) were fitted 

for SNR tests done using M1 and M5 as 

stimuli

 The large difference in performance 

between M1 and M5 was made even 

greater when taking  into account the 

difference in intensity of the target words 

(middle panel)

 The RMS level of high pass filtered speech 

(ALL) at 1500 Hz equalizes performance 

for these 2 talkers


